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Theological Background for our Action 

 

1. Introduction 

Dr Mark Thompson, Principal of Moore College Sydney makes a historical comparison with the present state of 

the Church of England and the kind of action which is necessary under such circumstances: 

 

‘In October 1517 Martin Luther began a revolution. He had not intended to do so. His concern was that the 

church he loved might see the danger it was in and make a stand with him on the teaching of Scripture. It was a 

rather innocuous act at first sight, the posting of notice of a university debate. Yet the reaction to Luther's 95 

theses and the subsequent action of this faithful Christian leader in the church and university of Wittenberg 

demonstrated quite clearly the determination of the institution, the entire hierarchical structure extending to 

the Pope in Rome, to resist reformation and to continue on its path of false teaching and unfaithful practice. 

They would not stand with him but opposed him with every weapon in their armoury. Before long, Luther and 

those around him would need to train and authorise faithful leaders for the churches in Germany and 

elsewhere. When the institution had failed so badly and was so demonstrably committed to directions contrary 

to the word of God, something needed to be done. They could no longer wait for the institutional structures to 

embrace reform and sit again under the word of God come what may. Desperate times call for desperate 

measures.’ 

 

He continues, 

 

‘500 years on there are places all over the world where a new reformation is sorely needed. The Church of 

England is a case in point. There are many faithful men and women within the Church of England who teach, 

believe, and live out the teaching of the Bible. There are many faithful vicars and church workers and at least 

one faithful theological college where men and women are trained for a biblical ministry in the Church of 

England. There are even a few biblically faithful, godly, evangelistically-minded bishops in the Church of England. 

The picture is certainly not uniformly black. Yet for decades the structures of the Church of England have proven 

resistant to reform in the light of the Scriptures. Unbelief and immorality are not challenged but excused and, 

more recently, embraced. When the faithful are attacked for seeking to live out the same quiet, biblical faith as 

the sovereign, they find little support from the hierarchy of the Church of England, and whatever support they 

do receive is heavily qualified. The leadership is powerless or unwilling to act. When the faithful have cried out 

for protection against the predatory liberalism within the Church of England, which masquerades as tolerance 

and sophisticated broad-mindedness, little or nothing is done. Quietly the stranglehold of unbelief on the 

structures of the Church of England gets tighter and tighter. The disdain with which evangelical churches and 

institutions are treated is obvious and the subtle and not so subtle attempts to pressure them into conformity 

have continued to increase. The nation needs to be re-evangelised and meanwhile the bishops seem entangled 

in endless debates about legalities and how they might baptise the cultural consensus. Desperate times call for 

desperate measures.’ 

 

‘Desperate times call for desperate measures’ - how desperate are the times? 

 

2. Knowing the times 

2016 marked attendance in the Church of England to be at an all-time low. Official figures – based on an annual 

pew count – show that only 1.4 per cent of the population of England now attend Anglican services on a typical 

Sunday morning.  Even the Church’s preferred “weekly” attendance figures, which include those at mid-week or 
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extra services, has slipped below one million for the first time ever. Between 2004 and 2014 overall church 

attendance in the C of E has fallen by 12%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the indications are of a collapsing organization. 

 

Although sad this is not surprising for various reasons. 

 

2.1   A dysfunctional body 

Four things are required for any organization to function well: 

1. An agreed agenda. 2. Competent leadership. 3. Enabling structures. 4. Client sensitivity. 

 

The Church of England fails at each point. 

 There is no agreed agenda. In a 2002 survey published by Christian Research as ‘Believe it or 

not! – what Church of England clergy actually believe’, there was found, “the existence side-

by-side of two separate churches under the cloak of Anglicanism. One of these is essentially 

creedally orthodox and committed to the historic faith and Apostolic mission of the Church; 

the other is wrapped in the garments of Christian language, but has only the most tenuous 

grasp of the central teachings of the faith.”  In his ‘The Babylonian Captivity of the Christian 

Church’, Luther argued that the gospel had become captive to the institutional church. We 

see something of that today in the C of E. However many times the term ‘gospel’ may be 

used in Synod, or the Bishops’ report on marriage for example, it seems little more than 

what J I Packer would call a ‘hooray’ word, a token which lacks any clear definition but which 

is assumed will gain everyone’s affirmation and cement allegiance. Of course, its cohesive 

effect in the toxic belief mix which is the Church of England is dependent upon it being ill 

defined. The result is that the gospel which is of ‘first importance’ (1 Corinthians 15:1-8, 

which constitutes the gospel’s material principle) is obscured and so held captive by the 

institution of the Church of England and, indeed, by no less a figure than the Archbishop of 

Canterbury. This is illustrated by his lecture on evangelism given at Lambeth Palace in 2016  

in which Justin Welby said, ‘There is obviously a huge amount that has been written about 

the content of the Good News, the Gospel, and there’s a good amount more that will be. We 

will never plumb the depths of the wonder of the Gospel; there will always be more to be 

said. I am not going to enter that debate, apart from saying that the Gospel is the Good 

News of Jesus Christ. It’s the announcement of a person in history, and what God has done 
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in this one life for everyone who has ever lived and ever will live.’ Vagueness is the order of 

the day on something as fundamental as the Christian message. 

 

 We do not have competent leadership. Ministerial practice flows from theological beliefs. In 

the 2002 study referred to above it was found that ‘… 18 percent of the clergy do not believe 

“in God the Father who created the world”; 47 percent do not believe “that Jesus Christ was 

born of a Virgin”; 25 percent do not believe “that Jesus Christ died to take away the sins of 

the world”; 46 percent do not believe “that Jesus Christ physically rose from the dead”; 49 

percent do not believe “that faith in Jesus Christ is the only way by which we can be saved”; 

23 percent do not believe “that the Holy Spirit is a person who empowers Christians today”’. 

I would imagine the findings would be even worse today. In order to have leaders able to 

operate within this context at the senior level of bishops, deans and archdeacons, it will be 

necessary to appoint people who will be tolerant of such a wide spectrum of beliefs and the 

side-lining of those who will not. This is exactly what we see happening. Consequently the 

trend towards liberalism over and against orthodoxy and orthopraxis continues to increase, 

e.g. the appointment of Vivian Faull as the Bishop of Bristol, Karen Gorham as Bishop of 

Sherborne who is a lesbian and has her partner living with her, and Nick Chamberlain, 

Bishop of Grantham, also gay with a live-in partner (assurances have been given they are 

celibate!). Now with the appointment of Stephen Cottrell as Archbishop of York, who 

amongst other things, is supportive of the progressive gay agenda, matters have simply 

worsened (see https://christianconcern.com/comment/stephen-cottrell-a-crisis-of-

confidence/) 

 

 The structures are far from enabling. With the loss of theological consensus the 

denomination as a corporation can’t work on behalf of those they are meant to represent. 

With increased centralisation it has become a ‘regulatory agency’ - holding budgets and 

telling people what they can or cannot do. With less competent clergy, more and more 

churches have to be run by one minister, and for whatever might be said of lay involvement 

with an ageing laity and fewer young people, together with lower incomes into the 

churches, ministry is being reduced to ‘plate spinning’ - and many of the plates are crashing 

to the ground. Those at the centre (bishops, archdeacons etc) become increasingly distanced 

from the realities in the local churches. Their community of reference is each other and their 

attention is gained by whatever lobby group shouts the loudest (supported by liberal clergy 

and a secularised media). The net result as the figures are showing is denominational 

meltdown. Post Covid, one can only anticipate that the meltdown will be hastened. (See 

https://www.psephizo.com/life-ministry/the-end-of-the-road-for-c-of-e-growth-strategies/) 

 

 The lack of client sensitivity relates to the last point of who is the ‘community of reference’ 

for the leadership. There seems to be little concern to hear the voices of those ministers on 

the front line. More importantly there is little taking into account of those within the church 

at the level of laity or how to genuinely engage with the unreached. Of course the latter is 

linked to the lack of a common agenda, or as we would say clarity with regards the Gospel, 

for unless one is clear on what the message is we wish to communicate, the question of how 

we communicate becomes redundant.  

 

In general three attempts at ‘client sensitivity’ are being implemented in the C of E. The first is 

simply to cater to an increasingly older generation with traditional or ‘high’ liturgy, but coupled with 

https://christianconcern.com/comment/stephen-cottrell-a-crisis-of-confidence/
https://christianconcern.com/comment/stephen-cottrell-a-crisis-of-confidence/
https://www.psephizo.com/life-ministry/the-end-of-the-road-for-c-of-e-growth-strategies/
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progressive theology - ‘affirming Catholicism’. The second is to become ‘doctrine lite’ and pursue 

different ways of ‘being church’: ‘rave churches’, ‘church cafés’, ‘skateboarding churches’, so called 

‘pioneering’ churches and now virtual church which was hyped during the Coronavirus crisis, etc. 

The third is one favoured by evangelicals which is to be strong on doctrine and the Bible but flexible 

in worship and outreach: use of modern music and traditional, varied liturgy, meeting in ‘alternative 

venues’ such as schools and being creative in evangelism.  

 

In short - confusion reigns and overall decline continues. 

 

2.2  Precipitated crisis 

The present crisis mainly springs from some of the church’s leaders, including the former Archbishop 

of Canterbury who considers sexual ethics not to be a primary issue but a secondary one. At the 

Primates Meeting in Portugal 2002 Rowan Williams asked the ‘bare question’, “are we really 

prepared to say that Christians who are united in their affirmation of a single baptism in the 

threefold name of the Trinity, of the authority of Scripture in matters of doctrine, of the creeds of 

the undivided Church, and of Episcopal ministry are not mutually recognizable to one another as 

Christians when they differ on matters of sexual ethics?” He assumed that the answer must be ‘no’.  

Prior to his appointment as Archbishop of Canterbury he had publicly admitted to ordaining a man 

he knew had a homosexual partner and acknowledged “that ‘conforming your life ... to Christ’ 

doesn’t necessarily mean giving up a homosexual lifestyle.” His successor follows the same line and 

seeks to encourage ‘good disagreement’ on such matters as homosexuality. It was this crisis that 

lead to the formation of the GAFCON movement which met for the first time in Jerusalem in 2008 

and now represents the majority of Anglicans in the world and is four square orthodox. The decision 

by the Episcopal Church in America to consecrate a practising homosexual, Gene Robinson as bishop 

was seen by many as, in the words of GAFCON 1, ‘tearing the fabric of the Anglican Communion 

asunder’. The tearing has continued and the fabric is in shreds. 

 

The call to repent and return delivered at GAFCON 3 has so far not been met by any response and is, 

in my opinion unlikely to yield any such response. 

 

More and more people are recognising the continual ‘downgrade’ of the Church of England. Lorna 

Ashworth, an evangelical, resigned from General Synod and the Archbishop’s Council saying, “There 

is an ongoing and rapid erosion of faithfulness” at the General Synod. “Instead, an agenda of 

revisionism is masked in the language of so-called ‘good disagreement’. In fact, ‘good disagreement’ 

and ‘unity’ have trumped the saving gospel message of Jesus Christ. In light of this revisionist agenda 

and the heretical teaching that comes with it, I am no longer willing to sit around the table, 

pretending that we, as a governing body of the Church of England, are having legitimate 

conversations about mission. I refuse to be mistaken as one participating in the fanciful notion of 

‘good disagreement’.” Dr Chik Kaw Tan observes that at Synod, ‘Theology is seen to get in the way of 

real life. The little theological context there is focuses on love, acceptance, equality and justice,’ the 

very stuff of Marcuse. He further reflects: ‘12 years ago when I first joined Synod, the LGBT lobby 

consisted of a little stand with a few people handing out leaflets. Many Synod members subtly 

changed the direction of movement away from them and politely avoided any conversation with 

LGBT activists. 12 years on, they are the all-winning victorious juggernaut, crushing all in its path. 

Not only is the LGBT constituency well and truly embedded in the organisational structure of the 

Church of England, its agenda for change dominates proceedings.’  
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We are called to ‘walk in the light’; pretending that we are agreed when we are not or that things 

aren’t as bad as they are is to walk in the darkness. 

 

2.3  Objection - schism 

Those who raise their voices against such developments and who have implemented varying degrees 

of distancing and separation are often accused as being ‘schismatic’ - for institutional unity seems to 

be prized above all else (which it has to be if power is to be exerted from the centre). The great 

architect of Anglican polity in the Elizabethan period, Richard Hooker, distinguished between schism, 

heresy and apostasy. Apostates are those who have abandoned the faith and are not to be 

considered Christians at all. Schismatics are Christians who divide the church on secondary matters. 

Heretics may be recognised as Christians but are not to be tolerated - “I have this against you: You 

tolerate that woman Jezebel, who calls herself a prophetess. By her teaching she misleads my 

servants into sexual immorality” (Rev 2.20). Within the Church of England, heresy is tolerated and 

increasingly being promoted and unless checked will continue to poison the church - hence Jesus’ 

harsh words quoted above. Separating oneself from heresy if it is not dealt with is not being 

schismatic, it is an attempt to be faithful to Christ and caring of his people which is the charge given 

to bishops and clergy following the Worship and Doctrine Measure 1974, where there is a clear duty 

not only on bishops but also on clergy to “banish and drive away all erroneous and strange doctrines 

contrary to God’s Word”. It is no more reprehensible to separate oneself off from a diseased and 

dysfunctional organisation and risk the charge ‘schismatic’ than it is to separate off a gangrenous 

limb from a healthy body and be declared a reckless surgeon; for the sake of the body it is necessary 

though regrettable. 

 

3. What is Anglican? 

 

The real issue underlying the present malaise is the authority of Scripture. This has been seriously 

eroded at many points and in a variety of ways, not least by post-modern approaches which 

question authorial intention and place the ‘meaning’ not in the text but in the mind or perception of 

the reader. And so appealing to Scripture as our authority within a pluralistic church will carry little 

weight. Far more weight is given to people’s experiences and ‘stories’ - the subjective rules.  

 

Historically and legally Anglicanism is defined by Canon A5 that its doctrine “... is grounded in the 

Holy Scriptures and in such teachings of the ancient Fathers and Councils of the Church as are 

agreeable to the said Scriptures. In particular, such doctrine is to be found in the Thirty-nine Articles 

of Religion, the Book of Common Prayer and the Ordinal.”  This has been affirmed and reaffirmed by 

all three GAFCON conferences. This stands in contrast to what is commonly held by others within the 

Anglican Communion whereby ‘Anglicanism’ is defined by the so called four ‘Instruments of Unity’ – 

the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lambeth Conference, the Primates Meeting and the ACC 

(Anglican Consultative Council). Without there being any agreed agenda of common belief, these 

‘instruments’ will prove to be ineffective. It is those who do not subscribe to the Anglican confession 

who are Schismatics, not those who wish to uphold it. Also the so called ‘instruments of unity’ 

exclude genuine confessional Anglicans like REACH and ACNA. So we have an absurd and anomalous 

situation whereby deniers of Anglican confession are considered to be ‘Anglican’ whilst those who 

affirm it are not! 
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The Church of England and other Anglican bodies are not grounded in its synodical structures, or 

even in having bishops. The notion of ‘apostolic succession’ via bishops is not included in the marks 

of the church (Article 19) nor mentioned in Article 23 which speaks of ministering to a congregation. 

The preface to the ordinal refrains from ‘unchurching’ non-episcopal bodies. Hooker, although he 

highly prized episcopacy, did not consider it absolutely necessary. He wrote, ‘The church hath power 

by universal consent to take it [i.e. episcopacy] away, if thereunto she be constrained through the 

proud, tyrannical and unreformable dealings of her bishops’.  This happened in the Commonwealth 

period.  1 

 

4. What is the church? 

There is the assumption that a denomination is a church. In a secondary sense this may be so, as 

when one refers to a local building in which a church meets as ‘the church’. But this is far removed 

from the teaching of the Bible and the Reformers. Ecclesia (Gk. - tr. ‘church’) means ‘congregation’. 

There is the Catholic, Universal, Invisible Church or Heavenly Church which is to be identified with 

the gathering around the throne of God on the one hand and the local or visible church which is an 

actual manifestation in space and time of the Universal church on the other. But this is not just any 

gathering or even any gathering of Christians.  Article 19 states: ‘The visible church of Christ is a 

congregation of faithful men, in the which the pure Word of God is preached, and the sacraments be 

duly ministered according to Christ’s ordinance in all those things that of necessity are requisite to 

the same.’  It is the Gospel which brings the church into being and defines it.  It is possible therefore 

to have a so called ‘church’ which belongs to a denomination, but fails to match Article 19 and is 

therefore a ‘non-church’. Conversely one can have a gathering which has all the hallmarks of a 

church mentioned in Article 19 and yet does not belong to the Church of England and is truly a 

church, and more specifically an Anglican church.2 

 

5. Back to Luther 

We began with Mark Thompson’s comparison of Luther’s day with ours - a comparison which does 

not lack merit. For Luther the presenting issue which arose out of deeper more fundamental errors 

was the sale of indulgences. Today’s presenting issue is homosexuality and the whole progressive 

attitude towards sexuality which is nothing short of paganism. At the 2003 National Evangelical 

Anglican Congress at Blackpool the Old Testament scholar, Dr Gordon Wenham, pointed out that 

many modern attitudes, including those towards homosexual relations were in fact examples of 

                                                           
1 It was Henry Newman in the first of his Tracts for the Times in the 19th century who gave the notion of 
‘apostolic succession’ impetus within the Church of England - speaking of the bishop’s ordination, he but 
transmits; and thus the Christian ministry is a succession. And if we trace back the power of ordination from 
hand to hand, and of course we shall come to the Apostles at last. We know we do, as a plain historical fact… 
We must necessarily consider none to be really ordained unless they have been thus ordained.’ However, the 
Anglo-Catholic historian however, admits that it is impossible to argue ‘that the present formularies and the 
post-Reformation English divines committed to the necessity of episcopal ordination from the practical 
requirement of the Church of England.’- cited Norman Sykes, Old Priest and New Presbyter, C.U.P, p 212 
2 Martin Luther commentating on Psalm 110:2 writes: ‘In his invisible essence he (Christ) sits at the right hand 
of God; but he rules visibly on earth and works through external visible signs, of which the preaching of the 
gospel and the sacraments are the chief ones, and through public confession and the fruits of faith in the 
gospel.’ However, for Luther it was the Word of the gospel which supremely defined the church: ‘These are the 
true marks whereby one can really recognise the kingdom of the Lord Jesus Christ and the Christian Church: 
namely, wherever the sceptre is, that is, the office of the preaching of the gospel, borne by the apostles into 
the world and received from them by us. Where it is present and maintained, there the Christian Church and 
the kingdom of Christ surely exists, no matter how small or negligible the number of the flock.’ Luther’s Works 
(St. Louis & Philadelphia, 1955), 13.272. 
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ancient paganism, "(Paganism) is raising its head again.... we should not be intimidated by the 

charge of being old fashioned: it is the so-called liberals who are really taking us back to the dark 

ages." 

 

The other significant point of comparison between Luther’s day and ours was laid out in theses 21 of 

the Heidelberg Disputation, “A theology of glory calls evil good and good evil. A theology of the cross 

calls the thing what it actually is.”  We follow the theology of the cross and call a thing as it is - 

however out of step with the current culture.  

 

What is at stake is God’s truth, God’s honour, the well-being of God’s people and the needs of the 

lost and an increasingly disintegrating society. 

 

6. A new reformation 

As presently constituted the Church of England is dysfunctional and incapable of the kind of 

Reformation required from within its own structures in the time we have left available as our society 

moves further away from its biblical moorings at an alarming rate - aided and abetted by the 

denomination itself. (See  https://virtueonline.org/church-digging-its-own-grave-and-welby-and-

cottrell-are-chief-gravediggers)  

 

We have considered the desperate times. What are the desperate measures which are required? 

Two things. 

 

1. Retrieval. Retrieval is looking back in order to move forward or a return to the past for the 

sake of revitalising the present. In his Authority After Babel, Kevin J. Vanhoozer puts forward 

a compelling case for retrieving the Five ‘Solas’ of the Protestant reformation: sola Scriptura 

retrieves the formal principle of ‘mere Protestantism’ - the supremacy of Biblical authority; 

sola Deo Gloria - the final principle - that all is to be done for God’s glory; and sola gratia, 

fide and Christus - the material principle which is the focus on the Gospel of salvation in 

Christ alone through faith alone by grace alone. It is the Gospel which is clearly revealed in 

Scripture which brings us into a vital relationship with Christ, and so with each other, that 

unifies. This spiritual unity needs to be visibly and practically expressed which leads to the 

next point. 

 

2. Realignment. The pure milk of the Gospel cannot be served up in the contaminated cup of 

liberal/progressive Anglicanism. The Gospel itself becomes diluted and poisoned turning it 

into a false Gospel, thus harming those who receive it and judging those who administer it 

(Gal. 1:6-9). In terms of the present leadership, training and deployment of ministers in the 

Church of England - the liberal/progressive agenda is being taken forward. Whilst 

acknowledging the integrity of those evangelicals who feel it is right to remain within the 

denomination, we are of the opinion that such an option is no longer viable for many of us 

for the reasons outlined above.  

 

Some speak of ‘lines in the sand’ being crossed. In our view this is not a realistic understanding of 

the way progressives get their way within the denomination. The approach is more subtle and 

involves attrition - not arguing doctrinally (as many have bought into the post-modern view that 

such an approach is not possible as all positions are tainted and expressions of ‘power’, as well as 
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not being advisable from a tactical point of view it is too ‘above board’ and obvious), but instead 

relativising positions and polarising those of opposing views by telling narratives which appeal to the 

heart rather than the head, demonising those who stand in their way, and modifying and 

manipulating traditional theological language infusing it with a different meaning in line with the 

zeitgeist of society. The 2017 July General Synod in York was not so much a line in the sand which 

was crossed, but a revelatory point when the outright hostility towards orthodoxy was undisguised. 

Tolerance of dissent will be short lived for, as Prof Rodney Stark has argued from a sociological/ 

historical viewpoint, ‘A monopoly church can be expected to tolerate religious nonconformity that 

presents it with no perceived institutional threat. An institutional threat involves the potential of 

elimination of the power of a religious group.’3  

 

Incrementally the number of those of a less orthodox persuasion is increasing at the level of 

leadership - national and local, as the denomination continues to decline with a subsequent 

centralisation of authority and resources. This will mean that ensuring evangelical succession within 

local churches will become progressively harder (more compromises will be required by clergy and 

laity to operate within ‘the system’) until eventually the Gospel becomes all but lost within the 

denomination.  

 

We need to form alternative Anglican structures which will not only mean planting Gospel churches 

but present churches coming out of the denomination. These churches will be authentically Anglican 

in belief as defined by canon A5 and freed up to be Anglican in practice. There will be the need to 

have enabling structures such as the selection and training of ministers, ordination, deployment and 

oversight and a genuine Gospel partnership between churches. It will be advantageous for leaders to 

meet together for prayer, planning and preparation. To some extent this has already begun to 

happen. In order for regularity in doctrine there is irregularity in matters of order. There are those 

who have been validly ordained into the Church of God who engage in Gospel ministry without a 

Bishop’s licence. AMiE has been established with its own bishop (and more should be appointed), 

with its own developing structures. There are independent Anglican churches as well as the Free 

Church of England. Diversity and non-conformity are already realities and need to be further 

developed for the sake of the future. 

 

There is a cost involved: lack of security for ministers in terms of finances (although there is an 

increasing lack of security within the denomination because of ‘common tenure’ and appointed 

‘priests in charge’ instead of incumbents), and the need to find alternative buildings in which to 

meet. This is nothing new and could be a spiritual advantage as it will cause us to throw ourselves 

upon God’s mercy and his provision, as well as stirring up his people to more costly discipleship. 

There are advantages too: freedom from the dead hand of centralisation within the denomination, 

being set free from the pressure of its compromises and colluding with its heresies. There will be 

greater liberty in evangelism, Bible teaching and church planting - free from parish restrictions. 

There is the knowledge that we are part of a world-wide Anglican renewal movement of GAFCON 

which will more than compensate for any loss of denominational affiliation with the Church of 

England. 

 

7. Nothing new 

‘We evangelicals’ writes John Stott, ‘are gospel people. The word evangelical contains within itself 

                                                           
3 Rodney Stark, For the Glory of God ( Princeton University Press, 2003), p 46 
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the word evangel. And if the first hallmark of the evangelical is biblical supremacy, the second is the 

centrality of the Gospel.’4 It is these two defining convictions which have always enabled 

evangelicals to move out of their comfort zones and eschew popularity for the sake of Christ. One 

such was the great evangelical Vicar, John Berridge of Everton. His advice to a young man, David 

Simpson, who was considering an ‘irregular ministry’ of ‘intineration’ - preaching in other parishes as 

Berridge had been doing - is apposite for our times, ‘ When I began to itinerate, a multitude of 

dangers surrounded me, and seemed ready to engulf me. My relations and friends were up in arms; 

my college was provoked; my Bishop was incensed; the clergy on fire; and the church canons 

pointing their ghastly mouths at me. As you are now doing, so did I send letters to my friends, 

begging advice, but received unsatisfactory or discouraging answers. Then I saw, if I meant to 

itinerate, I must not confer with flesh and blood, but cast myself wholly upon the Lord. By his help, I 

did so, and made surrender of myself to Jesus, expecting to be deprived, not only of my fellowship 

[at a Cambridge College] and vicarage, but also of my liberty. At various times, complaints or 

presentments [formal accusations] were carried to my college, to successive archdeacons and 

bishops; and my first diocesan [bishop] frankly told me I should either be in Bedlam [a mental 

hospital] or Huntingdon goal [the county jail] by and by….But, through the good blessing of my God, I 

am yet in possession of my senses, my tithes, and my liberty; and he who has hitherto delivered, I 

trust will deliver me from the mouth of ecclesiastical lions and the paw of worldly bears. I have 

suffered from nothing, except from lapidations [stone throwing] and pillory treats, which yet proved 

more frightful than hurtful……Ask no man’s leave to preach Christ; that is unevangelical and 

shameful. Seek not much advice about it; that is dangerous. Such advice, I found, generally, comes 

the wrong way - heels uppermost. Most preachers love a snug church, and a whole skin; and what 

they love they will prescribe…..If you are determined to be evangelically regular, i.e. secularly 

irregular; then expect, wherever you go, a storm will follow you, which may fright you, but will bring 

no real harm. Make the Lord your whole trust and all will be well. Remember this! For if your heart is 

resting upon some human arm for support, or if your eye is squinting at it for protection, Jesus Christ 

will let you fall, and roll you soundly in a kennel, to teach you better manners. If you become a 

recruiting sergeant, you must go ‘led directly by Christ’.’5 

 

One would be hard pressed to find a more poignant, clearer expression of the spirit of true 

evangelicalism for our times than this. 

 

 

                                                           
4 John. R. W. Stott, What is an Evangelical? (Falcon, 1977), p 10 
5 The Letters of John Berridge (Joshua Press, 2015), pp 243-244 


